
EP20GU10- Elipta Adjustable Recessed Walkover Uplight - 240v 
- GU10 - IP67 - Stainless Steel

Description 

 EP20GU10 is a stylish 240v recessed uplight with a choice of 240v GU10 LEDs 
resulting in a much lower lens temperature, which is important in walkover 
areas. fitted with a frosted lens as standard and features an adjustable 
bracket that provides up to 20° of movement from vertical for directional 
lighting. The light is located by an ‘O’ ring on the body into a sleeve tube. 
The EP20GU10 comes pre-wired with 3m of 3 core HO7RN-F. To facilitate 
removal of screws for future re-lamping or other maintenance, apply copper 
grease to the threads of all screws being fitted for retention of bezels, grills 
or other top plates or retaining rings. Copper grease resists degradation 
due to heat and protects against difficulty in removing screws, particularly 
where stainless steel screws are fitted with aluminium parts. It may also be 
used on screw threads of screw-off bezels or glare shields.  

Electrical 240v, GU10 LED 

Colour/ Finish 316 grade stainless steel top and 

aluminium body 

Exterior Dimensions Top 88mm diameter, body 85mm 

and plastic sleeve 116mm x 

76mm. 

Installation guidelines 

The metal sleeve is built in during construction or retrofitted into a hole cut with a coring bit: the light 

pushes into the tube, where it is held firmly in place by an ‘o’-ring. 

Using a single RCD for large numbers of 240v fittings is not recommended due to the risk of 

nuisance tripping. We advise the use of separate RCD protection for each circuit and a 

maximum of 12 fittings per RCD. Where a garden lighting installation of more than 12 spike 

mount or recessed lights per circuit is proposed, we suggest the installation of 12v units with 

transformers, which results in a significantly higher fault tolerance and reliability in the total 

installation


